Presents...

LPG/CNG injection controller

TECH ONE

- Compatible with up to 4 cylinder engines
- **Fast and easy installation process.**
- 3-wires digital control panel.
- 24-pole connector
- Semiconductor-based petrol emulators
- Petrol addition function
- Compatible with petrol injectors wide opening strategy
- TECH and Standard tuning algorithm
- **Innovative control algorithm TECH with ACTA autocalibration and AATA autoadaptation systems**
- Additional corrections based on gas temperature, reducer temperature, gas pressure and RPM’s
- Bar chart and linear injection time difference maps
- 3D injection time map
- Non-volatile fault memory
- **Additional idle speed mixture slider (TECH algorithm)**
- Automatic recognition of Mazda injection strategy (TECH algorithm)
- Auto-diagnosis, automatic installation fault detection
- Wireless communication using BlueTECH® module